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Perfection. Growth. Determination.
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The Waxing Gibbous Moon is the phase just before the Full Moon 
and represents a time brimming with potential, ideas and 
opportunity. This phase, when 3/4 of the Moon's face is illuminated, 
is linked to a deeper understanding of planning and preparation as 
the Moon is about to come to completion.

The Waxing Gibbous phase represents transition. Transition from 
the intuitive and spontaneous flow of the New Moon to the more 
deliberate actions of the Full Moon. With direct course towards 
completion, the theme of analysis and growth stand at the core of 
the Waxing Gibbous time.

Children of the Waxing Gibbous were born between days 10 ½ up to 
the exact time of the Full Moon.

ABOUT THE 
WAXING GIBBOUS MOON PHASE
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You have an incredible capacity to create, and support others to do the 
same. Maybe your dreams are realized as you support others and you 
understand that the material realm is a place to express everyone’s 
desires, beliefs and ideas. If you are born during the Waxing Gibbous 
Moon phase you are attuned to the Earth and the material plain. You 
are born a mentor. A perfectionist. A person in search of meaning and 
purpose. 

Humans born under this Moon are known to be caring, nurturing, and 
calming. You likely excel at developing relationships with other people, 
guiding them and inspiring them to reach new personal heights in their 
lives. You are incredibly loved and respected for the care and nurture 
that you exude.

As self-improvement stands at the forefront of anyone born under this 
phase, you may have a knack for perfecting your chosen craft through 
diligence and effort. And yes, you make great organizers and planners, 
too. 

YOUR STRENGTHS

Perfection. Growth. Determination.

Waxing Gibbous
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Waxing Gibbous children don’t only like to get things done – you 
also like to do it well. This tendency can be confronting at times and 
it would serve you to learn to accept that you will ‘according to your 
own terms’ never be perfect. 

You are analytical, logical and great at evaluation. You have a strong 
desire to understand as you are naturally inquisitive. Those born on 
a Gibbous moon are eager to improve others and themselves, and 
have an innate ability to bring things to successful conclusions. Your 
constant analysis of how you are growing, where you are going and 
what you are doing helps you to achieve meaning, purpose and value 
in your life and the life of others. Self-growth matters deeply to you 
– with the desire and ability to contribute to something bigger, of a 
more universal nature. While these tendencies are of incredible 
value, you, at times, can get frustrated as you can’t always get all of 
your ideas across and make them all happen. Remember to trust in 
life’s innate and ever present perfection. 

WHAT TO BE MINDFUL OF

Perfection is your jam. With being born right before the Full Moon, 
you are keenly aware of your own potential to succeed. However, this 
awareness can turn into a debilitating compulsion towards 
perfection if not kept in check. 

With a sharp, analytical mind, you have a need to understand. It 
drives you crazy if others don’t see eye to eye with you. 

Your key lesson in life is to understand that perfection comes in a 
myriad of colors and forms. There is no such thing as one way. The 
beauty of life lies in the uninhibited potential of growth that can be 
found in every single opportunity at any given time. Trust that! 

YOUR LIFE LESSONS
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If you are born during the Waxing Gibbous Moon phase, this is your 
power day and it’s a potent day in the lunar month to initiate new 
projects, to work with ritual and ceremony, to let things go and to 
take some sacred time out for you. If you pay attention, you may 
notice that it is around this time that you feel more energized as 
this is in harmony with the day you arrived on Earth!

The Waxing Gibbous is a time to take stock of where you are at with 
your plans and goals, and assess your strategy for moving forward. 
Do I need to re-adjust my ideas and options or do I simply proceed 
ahead? It is the time to refine ideas. During this phase you should 
start to see results from the intentions you first set during the New 
Moon. Review your steps and tasks. Acknowledge how far you have 
come. Check in whether your actions and intentions are still in 
alignment and integrity and adjust as necessary.

HOW THE WAXING GIBBOUS MOON 
CAN SERVE YOU EACH MONTH

Dwell in the magic 
of the Moon

check out the entire collection
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I trust my inner truth
your mantra
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take me to my collection
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https://www.instagram.com/anandasoulcreations/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtoeJnbEUPEi9OkG9jwnw4A/videos
https://open.spotify.com/show/3GMJWniZyQgznsBLqtM9b3?si=119ddf3161174c0b
https://www.facebook.com/anandasoul
mailto:customerservice@anandasoul.com

